London | February 6th, 2018 | FORGET CHOCOLATES & FLOWERS ON VALENTINE'S DAY: INDULGE INSTEAD
IN THE SENSUAL ONLINE GIFT THAT KEEPS ON GIVING
Online sex and intimacy guide Kamorii.com today urges lovers to ditch the traditional Valentine’s Day
customs and invest in something far more substantial and beneficial to our intimate relationships.
“While we should all embrace the spirit of Valentine’s Day to the fullest, there are more exciting ways to celebrate
this festival of love by taking positive steps to improve the quality of our relationships and maximise our long
term sexual pleasure.” states Kamorii founder, Julia Akers.
By accessing the wealth of sexual technique guides and advice available on kamorii.com, Julia envisions that
couples can put their Valentine’s night to far better use in the bedroom than splashing the cash on transient gifts.
Julia adds “Why spend so much on unfairly price-hiked dining and roses once a year, when for a fraction of the
price lovers can indulge in far more fun, frolics, and memorable moments for the whole year and every coming
year thanks to the techniques and activities you can try on Kamorii.com?”
For couples feeling fruity, one trip to the supermarket in the next few days is all that is needed. Kamorii.com
reveals suggestions for bringing out the berries and cream, with one’s partner becoming the dinner plate. And for
the kinkily-inclined couple, rather than buying a dozen red roses, why not buy some stockings and cheekily put
them good use? Kamorii’s Beginner's Guide to BDSM, written by a professional London-based dominatrix, has
everything you need to get started on your exciting kinky journey.
Stepping out to a swish restaurant can leave us feeling bloated with little energy or volition to do anything else
except fall asleep. Kamorii’s Tantric Sex Guide, again, written by an expert in the field, offers you a whole suite of
tantric activities to try out on Valentine's evening that could mean a far more treasured night indoors and will gift
you a whole new insight into your partner and set you on path of intense sexual pleasure for the future.
And if that is not enough Kamorii’s 86 sex guides, 1300+ illustrations, 540+ categorized sex positions, 180+ Kama
Sutra positions, 110+ Sex Position Sequences (bespoke to Kamorii) will more than suffice for even the most
sexually adventurous lovers.
“A one-time payment of $25 combined with the desire to improve one’s relationship and sexual technique is
definitely worth far more than a few hours of a dining and flowers,” states Julia. “Valentine’s Day comes only once
a year but thanks to Kamorii.com, you can enjoy more sexual pleasure and intimacy and develop the knowledge
to do far more valuable displays of love each and every day.”
Happy Valentine's Day and get ready for a super orgasmic 2018!

There is a special Gifting Offer available for couples on Kamorii right now, buy it for yourself for $25 and at the
same time gift it to your partner for only $10. The perfect way to get your partner on board with a whole new
style of loving.
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Kamorii.com is the web's first online comprehensive guide to sexual technique & intimacy curated by Female
Sexperts. On launching in September 2017, Kamorii transformed the style and method in which adult online
sexual guidance is delivered; giving the sexually adventurous a fresh approach to adult sex education.
Kamorii is meticulously designed to raise the standard of technical illustration in the sex guidance arena.
Kamorii.com can be used by couples to spice up their love lives, singles to learn new techniques and improve
their solo play, and younger adults to enjoy a healthier introduction to sex.
The founder, Julia Akers, is a commercial solicitor turned entrepreneur. Her desire to deliver adults of all ages,
coupled or single, with a product to advance their sexual knowledge is at the heart of Kamorii.
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